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Decision No. 76807 

B~ORE TEE PL"BUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Inv~stigat1on on the Commission's ) 
own motion into the operat1ons~ ) 
r.,.tes ,charges, and prnctices of i 
CEORGE BASSI~ doing business as 
BASSI TRANSPORTATION SERVICE: 
DON BROWN, doing business as DON 
BRO~'1PS TRUCKING,. at:.d AARON BEm-fAN, ) 
doing business as BEW~.N STEEL ») 
COMPANY. 

Case No. 8903' 
(Filed March 25, 1969) 

George Bassi, in propria persona,. respondent. 
Gery Hal1~ COunsel, and E. E. cahoon,. for the 

Commission staff. 

o :? I N ION· -- ..... -~- ... 
This is an investigation on the Commission's own motion 

into the rates~ operations and practices. of George Bassi, doing 

business as Bassi Trausportation Service (Bassi), for thep~ose 

of detenrd.n1ng whether Bessi viola.ted Sections 3664, 3667 and 3'737 

of the fublic Utilities Cede by cha:-g1ng ~nd collecting less than. 
I 

the minimum rates snd charges provided in Minimum R.:lte '£3::iff No. '2 

(MRX No.2) and failing to s.p~ly apJ>licable surcharges presc~ ~ 

said tariff in connection With transportetion performed for Ati.:::on " 
~. 

Bexman, doi~g business as Berman Steel Compcny (Berman); by fai1ing-

to comply with prov-lsions of the multiple lot snd split: shiprne:lt· 

rules in MR!' No. 2 in connection with said transportation; by fail:tng 

to collect transportatio~ charges within the period specified in MRr 

No.2; and by failing to pay Don Brown, doing business C$ Don Bro~~fs 

T=-ucking~ (Brown) 100 pe::eene of the 49plicable mini.mu."'U rates: and 

charges for transportation performed for George Bassi, doing business 

as George ~si Distributing Company (Bassi Distributing),. in violation 

of the restriction in paragraph 9-A of Bassi's operating authority. 
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Publie hearing was held before Examiner Mooney iu 
,. 

Watsonville on June 24, 1969,. on whieh date the matter was submi.tted. 

Bassi ope'X'ates pU.::'suant to Radial H:tghway Common Carri.er 

t-erm.!.t No .. 44-1342 (Exhibit 4). Said permit authorizes tne t'X'anspor

tation of gene~al eommodities and is subject to certain restrietions. 

T.he restrietion with whieh we are concerned herein is set out in 

paragraph 9-A of the pennit. Said paragraph states as follows: 

~enever permittee engages other carriers for the 
tl:e.nspottation of property of George &$01 Distx;.b'.lting Co-. 
or Statewide Surplus Co. or customers or suppliers of said 
compe.nies, permittee shall not pay such carriers less than 
100% of the applicable minimum rates and cha.r~s established 
by the COmmission for the transpo:tat1on actually performed 
by such other earriers."" ' 

Bassi has an office in Wats.onville. He does not have a 

te:mina1. Dr.ng the staff investigation re£en-ed to hereinafter, 

he ~~ployed four drivers and two office personnel and operated three 

tractors, three semitrailers and three sets of do~~le fl~t rack 

tra1:ers. Copies of all applicable minimum rate tariffs', distance 

tables and sup,lements and additions to each were served on' Bassi. 

His g:-oss operating revenues for 1968 and the first q~rter of 1969 

were $39,952 and $10,193, respectively_ 

On various' days -during the latter' part: of 1968> a 

l:'epreseutative of the ComrnissionTs Compliance Section visited BassiTs 

place of business. and examined his records relating to- transportation 

pe:'fo:rt!l~d for Be'rl'llau during the period October 1,. 1967 thro'l;'.sn 

July 30, 1968. The commodities transported' were- scrap copper, serap 

copper wire and cable, scrap iron, scrap aluminum, sera? lead, scrap 

lead eable~ scrap metal and used tran$forme=s. Most of· s&i~ transpor

tation was performed by subhaulers for Bassi. The representative 

testified that he also visited the place of business of the three 

subbaulers who· had performed the mAjority .of the transportation and 
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reviewed their records relative thereto. He stated that he made 

tr~e and correct photocopies of various freight bills and underlying 

documents rela.ting to the transportation in issue and that they are 

ell included in 'Exhibit 1. The witness asserted that :Bassi 

1:'-..ad furni3hed him with information re8a~d1ng the preCise locations 

of origins and destinations, commodity descriptions, weight trans-
. . 

ported and other pertinent information which had n.ot been' ~elearly 

shown on ce:tain of thea doc\lD1ents in Exhibit 1. The witness pointed 

out that he preps.red the summary in Exh1 hi t 3 which shows that Bass.i 

did not present freight bills to Berman for many of the shipments 

covered by Exhi.bit 1 within seven days after delivery of the freight 

as requiread by Item 250-A of r~ No. 2 and that payment for most of 

the transportation was received after the expiration of the credit 

period set forth in said item. 

The representative testified that he also- checked BassiT's 

records covenng the trar.sportation of pallets,. l'U:'l1ber and nsils for 

Bassi Distributing during the perlod April through July 1968. He 

stated that Ba~i had engaged Brown as. a purported subhauler to 

perfo:m the transportation and has not paid Brown the applicable 

minimum rates and charges for said transportation in violation of 

the restrlction in p.:.ragraph 9-A of his permi't. The witness asserted 

that he m3de true and eorreet photocopies of freight bills and other 

documents in ~he files of both Bassi and Brown =elating to- said 

transportation and that the photocopies are all. included in Exhibit 5'e . 
The representative testified that he personally observed the premises . 
of ~ssi Distributing at 836 Walker Street, Watsonville and de·ter-

mined that said loca.tion 1s not served by rail facilities ... 
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A rate expert for the Commission staff testified that he 

took the sets of documents in Exhibits 1 sndS, together with the 

supplemental information testified to by the representative,. and 

formulated the rate statements in Exhibits 2 (Berman) and 6 (Bassi 

Distributing), respectively_ Exhibit 2 shows the rate and' charge' 

assessed by Bassi for the transportation he performed for Berman,. 

tbe -rate and charge computed by the staff and the alleged undercharge 

for the transportation covered by each part of Exhibit 1. Exhibi t 6 

shows the amount paid by Bassi to Brown for the transportation of 

property of Bassi Distributing performed by B~own'as a purported 

subhauler for Bassi,. the rate and charge computed by the staff and 

the alleged balance due Brown for the transportation covered by e3ch 

part of Exhibit S. The total amount of the alleged undercharges sho-wn 

in Exhibit 2 (Berman) is $7,.154.23. The tot:al amount: alleged to-be . 
, 

due Brow:'t shown in Exhibit 6 (Bassi Distributing) is $6,63:.41. 

The =epresentat1ve and rate expert testified that the rate 

errors by Bassi shown in EY.h1bit 2 (Berman) resulted from. assessing 

incorrect highway carrier and alternative common carrier rail rates~ 

fa:Lling to a.ssess surcharges provided in MRT No.2' and consolidating 

separatesbipmenes as single multiple lot,. split pickup or delivery 

shipments withoue complying with the applicable rules in said tariff. 

The Witnesses pointed out that many of the shipments included· in 

Exhibit 2 '(Berman) involved the transportation of transformers. The 

representative testified that he was informed by· an employee of 

P~eifie Cas and Elect:r1c Company from whose plants most of said'ship

ments originated that the transformers had not been dismantled and 

that only the oil had been drained from them. The rate expert ex" 

plained that he had rated the transformers as "Transformers" used,.. 
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having value only for reconditioning or for salvage'of parts~ as 

provided in Item 63400 of National Motor Freight Class1f1eat!O~_A-9 

(NMFC A-9). 

Mr. Bassi testified that he is the sole owner of both 

Bassi and Bassi Distributing; that both companies are located at 

~he same address; that his primary business is Bassi Distributing 

~hich manufactures pallets, fruit bins and car bracing. With respect 

to the transformer shipments in Exhibit 2 (Berman), he stated that 

all of the transformers were junk and should be rated' as such; that 

they were hauled to dismantling yards where they wer.e dismantled" 

and the metal was sold to smelters; that the price paid by the buyer 

for said transformers was approximately 80 percent less t~An the 

price paid for usable "'\!Sed~ transformers; that Berman bought the 

tra:lSfonners based on the rates quoted to him. for the transportatiC)n;, 

that most likely Berman f s profit on the transformers' did nO,t equal 

the amount of the undercharges alleged by the staff on said shipments; 

that several loads of the transformers were transported on low-bed 

equipment because of the weight and size of the transformers; that 

there are no rrdnimum rates for the transporcet10n of commodities 

which because of abnormal size or weight must be trensported on 

low-bed trailers; that he is unable to determine which of the ship .. 

ments included in the investigation herein were handled on this type 

equipment and bad failed to mention this to the staff representative; 

that he had transported transformers for Berman for~.many years and 

had not taken this transportation away frolt. any othe= carrier. The 

witness stated that the drivers had put th.~.-~ong commodity· descrip

tion on the sbipping oOQJtQents for seve=al'>:~f the other shipments 

in Exhibit 2 (Berman). As to the shipment's which he had consolidated 
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~$ :nultiple lot~ split pickl...-p or delivery shipments,Mr~ Bassi ex

plained tb.:lt Mr.. Bennan is in the junk business and buys from all 

over the State; that verbal orders fortransportation·a~e received 

from Mr. Berman by telephone; that be is instructed' to pick up the 

freight as soon as possible;, and that there is not su€ficien: t1me 

to obt~n wr1ttcu instruc:ions from Mr. Berman prior :0 pickup- He" 

asserted that in his opinion,all hauling he performed for Berman was. 

j~; that he r..c.s lost the Berman account and thnt Berman has obta:i:r..ed 

his own equ:tpm~t and is now performing all of his own transpor:stio:l. 

As to the trensportat1on of the property of Bassi 

Distributing performed by Brown as a purported subhauler for Bassi, 

Mr. Bassi te~tif1ed. as follows:, 'He had not looked at his penn1t for 

a :l.~ber of years. and W.9.$ not· aware of the restriction in paragraph 

9-A thereof regarding such transportation; BroyNn, and Bassi loaned 

equipment beck and forth to help each othe= out; Brown r~rnished the 

driver and gas with the equipment;' Bassi furnished the equipment only; 

when &$si loaned the equipment,no dOCUIIlents were prepared to cov~r 

this, but when Brown loaned the equipment a delivery t1eket was 

prepared so tro~"U eould be paid for the driver and gas; possibly the 

shipments inel\:dcd in Exhibit 6 (Bassi Distributing) we:-e transporteci 

on equipment loaned to Bassi by Brown; he lease~ a vacant~ lot one 

block from his prem~:~es; said lot is s02rved' by rail facilities, and 

~e stores l~r there when his yard is full. 

l1r.·Bassi testified that most of· the hauling he performed 

was e..'"Cempt transportation not subject to minimum rates.; that he is 

not too =amiliar with the Commission's minimum rate tariffs; that 

he did all of his own =ating during:the period covered by t~~ staff 

investigation and was of the opinion that all rates he hadcl~=ged 

Berman for the transportation CQvered by Exhibit 2 and all: amounts 
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he had paid Brown for the transportation covered by Exhibit 6 were 

correct; and that although the volume of transportation he, presently 

handles is neg11gible~ be has retained a traffic consultant to do all 

of his rating to assure that no errors occur in the future. 

An undercharge letter was sent to Bassi by the Commission 

staff on October 19, 1965. Said letter pointed out to' Bass! that 

be had incorrectly rated shipments of transformers for Berman .. and' 

directed him. to review his records and collect the undercharges on' 

said shipments. 

Discussion 

We concur with the -staff ratings shown in ExlUb1ts2 

(Berman) and 6 (Bassi Distributing). 

As to the shipments of transformers in Exhibit 2" (Berman), 

the staff, as pointed out above ~ has rated them as used' transformers 

having value only for reconditioning or salvage of parts as provided 

in Item 63400 of NMFC A-9'. We agree. The majority of said shipments 

were picked up at Pacific Cas and Electric Company stations in 

northern CalifOrnia. Of the shipments picked up at: said stations, 

most were delivered to an electrical equipment company in southern 

Ca11fOrn:la~ and the remainder were delivered' to Berman's yard in' 

Watsonville. The balance of the shipments were- all picked' up at 

BermanTs Watsonv1.11e yard and delivered: to' said electrical equipment 

company.. Based on the pattern of the sh1pl1lents~ it can reasonably 
, , , 

be- inferred that the transformers were either reconditioned' or the 

parts were salvaged. However~ even assuming, arguendo, that the 

tranSformers were for dismantling and the metal was to ~ sold as 

junk to smelters ~ there is no rating in NMFC A-9 for junk transformers. 
" -

In this connection,: it is a general rule that if a· particular commocl1ty' 
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, \ . 

is not specifically described in the appl1cabl~"class1f1cation~ the 

rating provided in said classification for· the most closely analogous .. 
commodity will be used. (See Rule 370, NMFC A-g.) Here, the 

c~od1ty transported was used transformers and must : 'be rated as 

such. The most closely analogous commodity description in the 

classification for used transformers for dismantling and selling the 

parts to smelters would be that provided in said Item 63400 • 
. ' " .......... 

With respect to Mr. Bassi f s statement that se~eral loads 

of transfoxmers were transported on low-bed equipment, he readily 

admitted that he did not know which shipments might have been moved 

in this manner. TheTe is nothing 1n the evidence to clarify· this 

statement. None of the documents in Exhibit 1 relating to· the 

transformer shipments show that low-bed equipment was used·. The 

weight of the evidence clearly supports the staff ratings shown in 

Exhibit 2 (Berman) for the transformer shipments. 

As pointed out by the staff rate expert, Bassi had: com

bined and rated as multiple lot, split pickup or split delivery 

shipments a number of separate shipments for Berman which the staff 

had rated individually. In each instance, the consignor had, not 

issued ~tten instructions for such service prior to or at the time 

of the first pickup as required by the applicable tariff rules. 

(See Items 85, 160 and 170 of MRT No.2.) Said rules further provide 

that when the requ1red written instructions have not been so issued, 

each component part of the consolidated shipment must be rated' 

separately_ Mr. Bassi stated that verbal instructions had' been 

received from Mr. Berman by telephone. In' this connection,. we have 

consistently held that verbal instructions are not a satisfactory 

substitute for the required wr1.tten instructions. Furthermore·,. 
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many of the individual pickups were made beyond.' the time-limit in 

sa:l.d rules. 

The statement of Mr. Bassi that the drivers may have 

inserted incorrect commodity descriptions ,on the documents for 

several of the shipments transported for Berman is opinion testimony_ 

This is not sufficient to overcome the doeumentary ev.tdence of record 

regarding said shipments. 

The restriction in paragraph 9-A of Bassi's permit requires 

Bassi to pay Brown 100 percent of the applicable minimum rates and 

charges for the transportation of the property of Bassi Distributing 

as 4 purported subhauler for Bassi. This, Bassi did not do in 

connection with the transportation covered by Exhibit 6 (Bassi 

Distributing). Even bad' there been no such restriction in Bassi's 

operating authority, the evidence herein supports a finding that 

since both Bassi and Bassi Distributing are owned and operated by 

Mr. Bass1, the separate identity of both companies should be dis

rega'X'ded for the purposes of this proceeding, and: any ostensible 

subbaule1:', in this case Brown, transporting the property of Bassi 

Distributing should be paid the full minimum rates and charges for 

such transportation. As stated' by Mr." Bassi, Brownane Bassi loaned 

equipment back and forth at times, and· possibly the shipments·' 

included in Exhibit 6 (Bassi Distributing) were transported on 

equipment borrowed by Bassi from Brown. The documents in Exhibit S 

do not support the statement. Said dOC\lments clearly show that 

Brown was engaged by Bassi as a purported subhauler. Furthermore, 

Mr. Bassi stated to the staff representative during his investigation 

that he engaged Brown to subhaul the transportation covered by 

Exhibit 6 (Bassi Distributing). 
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There 1s nothing in the record which demonstrates with 

any degree of certainty that the lumber shipments in Exh:tbit 6 

(Bassi Distributing) d1d not in fact have either their origin or 

destination at the location of Bassi D1stribut:tng at 83& Walker 

Street" Watsonville" which is not a railhead location. We are 

mindful of the assertion by Mr. Bass.i that he'rents. a yard one block 

away which is served by rail facilities and that some of said 

shipments might have been delivered there. However, Mr. Bassi was 

unable to designate which, if any, of the shipments: were- delivered 

there. We are- concerned here with evidence and not speculation. 

Based on a review of the' evidence" we are of the opinion 

that Bassi should' be- directed to collect the undercharges. found 

herein in connection with transportation performed' for Berman; that 

a fine in the amount of said undercharges should be imposed on Bassi; 

that Bassi should be directed to pay Brown the' difference between 

100 percent of the applicable minimum ra.tes and charges and' the 

amount heretofore pa:td Brown as a purported subhauler of shipments 

for Bassi Distributing; and that, in addition~ a punitive fine 1nthe . 
amount of $500 should be imposed on Bassi. 

Findings and Conclusions 

The COmmission finds that: 

1. Bassi .operates purs'CJ8lit to Radial Highway Common Carrier 

Permit No. 44-1342. 

2 - Bassi was served with applicable minimum rate tariffs, 

distance tables and supplements and additions to each. 

3. The trans£oxmers :tnc1uded in various shipments in 

Exhibit 2 (Berman) were correctly rated by the staff as used 

transformers. having value only for reconditioning or salvage; of 

parts.. 
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4. The evidence does not establish with any degree of 

certainty whatsoever which, if any, of the transformer shipments 

in Exhibit 2 (Beman) might have been delivered on low bed equipment. 

s. the requirements in the applicable rules in MR:r No. 2 that 

written instructions be furnished by the consignor to the carrier 

prior to or at the time of initial pickup are conditions precedent 

to consolidating separate shipments as multiple lot. split pickup' 

or split delivery shipments. Said requirements were not complied 

with in connection with the transportation in Exhibit 2 (Berman) 

which Bassi had rated in this manner. 

'", 6. The permit authority held by Bassi includes in paragraph .. ' 
~-A thereof the restriction quoted hereinabove which provides that 

other carriers engaged by Bassi to transport property' for ,or on 

~balf of Bassi Distribut:Lng, shall not be paid less' than 100 percent 

/ of the applicable minimum rates and charges for such transportation'. 

7. Bassi and' Bassi Distributing: are both owned and operated 

by Mr. Bassi. The services of the purported subhaulers when engaged 

by Bassi to transport: the property of Bassi Distributing are in 

real1ty those of a prime carrier, and, in such instances, Bassi is 

acting in b:ls capacity as 4 shipper. 

8. Bassi Distr1buting's location at 836 Walker Street, 

Watsonville is not a ra1lhead location. 

9. It bas not been established herein that any particUlar 

lumber shipment in Exhibit 6 (Bassi Distributing) was in fact 

del£vered to a locat£on other than the one described in Finding S. 

10. the staff ratings shown 1n Exhibits 2 (Berman) and' 6. 

(Bassi Distributing) are correct. 
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1::'. Bessi charged less than the prescribed minimum rates in the. 

instances set forth in Exhibit: 2 (Beman) ~ resulti.ng in undercharges 

in the total amount of $7~1S4.23. 

l2. Bassi hired Brown to transport shipments of Bas.51 

Distributing and paid Brown less than 100 percent of the applicable 

minimum rates and eharge~ for said transpo=tation in the instances 

set fo:th in Exhibit 6 (Bassi Distributing)p resulting in underpay

ments to Brown in the total amount of $663 .. 41. 

13. In certaininstances~ Bassi did not present freight bills 

to Berman within the tit:e specified in Item 2S0"'A of- MR'r No •. 2 or 

receive payment from Berman within the credit period set forth in 

~id item. 

The Commission concludes that Bassi violated Sections 3664~ 

3667 and 3737 of the Public Utilities Code and should pay a fine 

p'!%'suant to Section 3800 of said code in the amount of $7 ~ 154 .23" 

and in addition thereto should pay a fine pursuant to Section 3,774 

thereof in the amount of $500. 

The Commission expects that Bassi will promptly pay the 

underpayments set forth in Exhibit 6 (Bassi .Distributing), and, that 

Bassi. w.tll proceed promptly, d1l1gently and in good faith to pursue-

all reasonable measures to collect the undercharges shown in Exhibit :2 

{Bennan) • The staff of the Commission will make a subsequent field" 

investigation into the/measures taken by Bassi and the- results thereof. 

If there is reason to believe that all underpayments have not been 

paid or that either Bassi or his attorney has not been diligent> or 

has not taken all reasonable measures to collect all undercharges, or 

has not acted in good faith~ the Commi!>.sion will reopen this proceeding 

for the purpose of inquiring into the circumstances and for the- purpose ' 

of determining whether further sanctions should be imposed. 
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ORDER - - ---

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. George Bassi~ doing business as Bassi Transportation. Service~ 

shall pay a fine of $7,.654.23 to this Commission on or before the 

fortieth day after the effective date of this o~der. 

2. Said responde:lt shall pay underpayments in the- amount of 

$663.41 to Don Brown~ doing business. as Don Brown's Trucking,.. and 

shall notify the Commission in writing when said underpayments have 

been paid iu full. 

3. Said respondent shall take .such action~ including legal 

acti.)u,. as may be necessary to· collect the amounts of undercharges 

set forth herein, and shall notify the COmmission in writing upon 

the consummct10n of such collections. 

4. Said respondent shall- promptly pay the und~rpayments ,and 

shall proceed promptly~ diligently and'in good fSith to pursue all 

r~sonable measures to collect· the undercharges ~ and in the event 

underpayments ordered to be paid by pa=cgraph 2 or undercharges 

ordered to be collected by paragraph 3·0£ this order, or any part 

of such underpayments Or undercharges,' remain unpaid or uncollected 

sixty days after the effective:· date of this order~ said respondent 

shall file with the COmmission, on the fiTst Monday of each month 

after the end of said s~~y days, a report of the underpayments 

remaining to be paid and the undercha=ges. remaining to be collected~. 

specifying the action taken to pay such underpayments and to colleet 

such undercharges. and the result of such action. until such und~ay

ments have been paid in full au~ s~ch1lad~rcharse~ ~~ve been collect~d 

in full or until further order of the Commission. 
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5. Said respondent shall cease and desist from violating any 

rules established by the Commission and-from charging and collecting 

compensation for the transportation of property or for any service 

in connection therewith in a lesser,8mount than the minimum rates and 

charges prescribed by this Comm1s.sion •. 

The S~retary of the Comm1ssion is d1rec:ted--to cause 

per$otlal service of this order to- be made upon respondents. The 

effective date of this order:t as"to'each respondent, shall be twenty 

days afte:- the completion of such service on such respondent. 

Dated at San ~fsco :t california, this ~ 

day of FEBRuAi:W: . ~ 1970. 
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